Abstract-The principal components analysis (PCA) is a multivariate statistical tool which brings the multi-dimensional factor into the identical system to carry on the qualitative and quantitative research. The theory is relatively complete. This paper applies the PCA method into the synthesis evaluation of network security, thus can determine the major component which affects the network security. Relatively, this method is very practical in evaluating the network security objectively, accurately, and comprehensively, provides a new idea or method for evaluating the security status of computer network system.
II. Basic Principle of the PCA Method
PCA is a dimensionality reduction method to simplify the data structure. It turns out several variables (simple indexes) into some few variables (integrated indexes). These integrated variables can reflect most of the information of the original multiple variables, and the PCA has the ability to objectively determine the weight of each index, and can avoid the subjectivity and arbitrary of human being. In order to make these integrated variables contained in the information do not overlap each other, they should be required unrelated between themselves. Starting from these few unrelated variables, we can also get a general index which can make the problem much simpler through sorting and classifying. The PCA is a kind of multivariate analysis method, it tries to combine the many original related indexes into a new set of mutually unrelated indexes instead of the original ones. The general mathematical model of the PCA is as follows:
is a random variable with p index, get a linear combination of the indexes: Let Σ > 0 (λ 1 ≥ λ 2 , ≥ ... ≥ λ p ≥ 0) be the covariance matrix X, λ i is non-zero characteristic root of Σ, the u i is the standard feature vector corresponding to the λ i . Mathematical theorems have been proved that the i-th principal component of X is
is the contribution rate of the principal component The greater the cumulative contribution rate, the less the missing information in the data, but the amount of the subsequent calculation will increase accordingly. The standard of getting the m-Value is usually to make the cumulative contribution rate be 85% or more.
The general steps of PCA are generally as follows:
Step 1, to select the indexes and data according to the research questions;
Step 2, to standardize the data (the Factor process of SPSS software can perform it automatically);
Step 3, to determine the correlation between the indexes;
Step 4, to determine the number of principal components;
Step 5, to determine the PCA expressions;
Step 6, to calculate the PCA values and to take the evaluation and research.
III. Building a Comprehensive Evaluation Index System
Computer network is a complex system. There are many factors affect network security in varying degrees, such as the network's external environment, the health of the server, the network transmission, the technical means of security, the organization and management system et al. To evaluate a network system whether is safe, we must consider many factors. The first job is to establish a scientific and rational network security evaluation system. The basic principles to establish a sound scientific and reasonable evaluation index system are as the following:
(1) The principle of completeness: we should take comprehensive evaluation indexes which can fully reflect the basic features of network security, so that evaluation results will be accurate and reliable.
(2) The principle of independence: that evaluation indexes tend to have a certain degree of relevance should be avoided. When the indexes are designed, their various relationships between each other should be minimized, avoiding duplication, letting the index system accurately reflect the actual situation of the network security.
(3) The principle of brief: the evaluation indexes should reflect best the level of network security; should be representative of the index system; should be structured, clear and concise.
(4) The principle of accuracy: the meaning of the evaluation indexes must be clear. If they are not clear, they will affect the evaluation results, and even let the evaluation cannot be work. All the evaluation indexes should reflect the reality of the level of network security technology.
(5) The principle of feasibility: the index system should meet the needs of the actual evaluation work, be easy of operation and evaluation, all data should be easy to collect, to facilitate computer processing, and implementation of evaluation activities to facilitate the expert.
In accordance with the above principles, the comprehensive analysis of the impact factors the network security should begin from the analyzing of the various aspects of management security, physical security and logical security. We select 19 indexes to constitute a network security evaluation system as follows: the organization system for Security x 1 , the safety management system x 2 , the staff safety training x 3 , the emergency response mechanism, x 4 , the anti-electromagnetic leak measures x 5 , the network computer room security x 6 , the security of electricity supply x 7 , the line safety x 8 , the fault-tolerant redundant x 9 , the equipment safety x 10 , the data backup x 11 , the data recovery x 12 , the system audit x 13 , the access control x 14 , the software safety x 15 , the data signatures x 16 , the anti-virus measures x 17 , the data encryption x 18 and the intrusion prevention x 19 .
In the comprehensive evaluation, some of the indexes are quantitative, others are qualitative. For the quantitative indexes, their values can be gotten according to the specific circumstances of the evaluation network system. For the qualitative indexes, their values can be obtained by experts using rating or scoring evaluation method based on the specific circumstances of the evaluation system. Different indexes reflect the status of computer network security from a different angle, index values are not comparable. Therefore, we need normalize each index data in the range between 0 and 1. By using the software SPSS, we can easily calculate the correlation coefficient between the various indexes. For the instance shown in table 1, the correlation coefficients between most of the indexes are larger than 0.8. There is a strong correlation between these indexes, so they are suitable to use PCA method for processing and analysis. Table 2 shows the analysis result of principal component extraction with the variance decomposition by using the software SPSS. The principle of determining the number of principal components is selecting the first m components which the corresponding eigenvalue is greater than 1. Eigenvalues can be to some extent as the indicators which can explain the intensity of the principal component. If the size of a eigenvalue is less than 1, it indicates that the explanatory power of the principal component is not as good as the introduction of the original average variables. Therefore, to select the principal components which corresponding eigenvalues are greater than 1 is generally as the inclusion criteria. It can be seen from Table 2 , two principal components should be extracted, which corresponding eigenvalues are 16.287 and 1.069 respectively, the variance contribution rates are 85.723% and 5.628% respectively, the cumulative variance contribution rate of the two principal components of 91.351%. Therefore, the two principal components can basically reflect all of the information of the indexes. Table 1 the Data Table   x1  x2  x3  x4  x5  x6  x7  x8  x9  x10  x11  x12  x13  x14  x15  x16 x17 x18 Using the data in Table 3 (the principal component loading matrix) to be divided by the eigenvalue corresponding to the principal component, and then their square root, the coefficients corresponding to the principal components can be obtained. Thus, we can obtain the principal components expressions as follows: Where zx i is the standardized value of x i , i=1,2,…,19. Take the standardized values in Table 1 into the above formula, we can get the values of the principal component corresponding to each sample. Sorting them, we can be obtained the evaluation order of each department depending on the PCA. Need to explain, if the numbers of eigenvalues which are greater than 1 are more than one, sometimes two or even three or four. This time, we can take their variance contribution rates as the respective weights, being multiplied by their corresponding principal components values, add up to get a comprehensive evaluation expression. Or, we can take their variance contribution rates as the respective weights, being multiplied by their corresponding coefficients corresponding to the principal components, add up to get a series of comprehensive coefficients, and finally get a principal component model as follows: This paper introduces the PCA method of the multivariate statistical analysis into the comprehensive evaluation of network security. The PCA method can avoid the loss of the characteristics information of each index variation, can more accurately reflect all of the information contained in the data, can reduce the workload of the modeling effectively.
IV. Application Examples

